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I. INTRODUCTION

By post-work education I mean education which is normally

attended, by people who have previously left the educational

system, and is especially adopted to this situation of the

students.

Thus i'work in this context means all forms of activities

after school, including e.g. the functions of a housewife.

In this sense, post-work education includes up-dating of

previously acquired knowledge, further education leading to

higher levels of knowledge, as well as reschooling in new

fields of knowledge. Furthermore, it includes education

aiming at a higher level of occupational qualifications, as

well as education without any occupational implications.

Op the other hand, education primarily intended for

students entering directly from another part of 'the regular

schoo' system, is not regarded as post-work education, even

if a ignificant proportion of the students have spent some

time ut of school.

Within the broader concept of ermanent education,

post-work educftion plays an essential ro e. In concentrating

upon the latter, I view post-work education as an integrated

part of a more general system of permanent education. In the

'perspective of this paper, any other viewpoint would, in fa'ct,

be rather meaningless.

The paper sets out to discuss the following questions

Aat is the relative importance of post-work education

within the total framework of educational activities?

Is there a need for an increased role of post --work

education?

Is there a need for more of post-work education to be

organised?

no shall have access to organised post-work education,

and how shall such access be secured?

How shalT post-work education be financed, both in terms

of institutional expenditures and costs to the individual?

Finally, based on answers to the questions above, what

shall be the scope of organised post-work education in

the future?

./.
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In examining those questions, I draw heavily upon current
discussions in the Norwegian 1-Zoyal Commission on Post-Secondary
Education. This ad hoc Commission, appointed in 1965, has
previously presented three general reports to the Ministry of
Education. The first, presented in 1966, deals with the
general scope of the system of post-secondary education in the
1980's, setting out the main problems facing educational policy
in this field. The second, presented in 1967, outlines the
structural aspects of the future post-secondary system in
organisational terms. The third, presented in 1968, puts
forward specific proposals concerning the establishment of
"district collegee at the post-secondary level, parallel to
the universities (1).

The previous reports of the Commission have already had a
considerable impact on educational policy in Norway. Thus
recently, the government proposed to parliament the establishment,
on an experimental basis, of three district colleges in 1969,
followed by two more in 1970.

The fourth report of the Royal Commission on Post-Secondary
Education, forseen by June 1969, will concern post-work
education exclusively. Already in its first report, the
Commission stated that this part of the educational functions
at the post - secondary level must be an essential component of
any programme for institutional development. Only within this
broader framework can valid solutions be found to the future
problems of postsecondary education.

This paper is written before the Commission has completed
its discussions on post-work education. Though reflecting
largely the views of the Commission, the conclusions drawn below
must, therefore, bo regarded primarily as the author's personal
opinions. Being a member of the Commission, I am still not in
a position to foresee the final outcome of its deliberations (2).
However, by the time this paper is published, the report of
the Commission should also be available. /
(1) A total of 12 district colleges, varying in size from
1,500 to 4,000 students are envisaged by mid 1980's, in
addition to the 4 existing or planned universities.

(2) Aich will in any case only concern post-secondary
institutions.



II. .THE NEED FOR POST-WORK EDUCATION

(a) The present scope of Rost-work education (1)

In 1967,.institutional expenditures within the formal
school system in Norway amounted to some 3,250 million kr.
There were approximately0.010,10 full time pupils and students
in this system, 225,000 being 15 years of age or more. The
time input of students at working age had an estimated value
of 4,500 'million kr. (2). The total resource input in formal
education, corresponding roughly to the system of pre-work
education, thus amounted to some 7,750 million. kr.

We have very little information on the actual resource
Input in post-work .education. Let us, therefore, as a
starting point, choose the follawing.hypothesis:

A huMan being spends eight hours a day on sleeping.
Time spent on dressing, eating, travel to and from work, etc.,
may be. estimated at four hours a day, leaving twelve hours
for other activities. Out of these, we assume that six
hours are' spent working (3) . Six hours daily are thus left
for spare time activities. In the long run, this may prove
to,be an underestimation;

I.

Let us then assume a s..',uation in which an individual
spends half an hour of his six spare time hours on education.
By, education I mean here all activities having the sane effect
as sought in formal education, and achieved by reading,
watching television or radio, listening to lectures, taking
part in correspondence courses., discussions, etc.

*
1161111...MINIMMOOMM~IMMI.op.1.111,11.../MiAlliamoit"MINI**"....100/1.1~101POPOORIMMIONNIMM.1.4

(1) This section is based on my paper "Perspective Analysis
for Education in 1990", OECD document DAS/EID 68.87, Paris
1968.

(2) The implicit assumption, that the time input of children
under 15 years of age has no economic value, is, in fact,
very ,doubtful .as it influences, decisively the educational
level orthOse entering working api and thus also' their need
for further educations

(3) .Six hours a day, seven days a week, amount to 42 weekly
working hours, corresponding roughly to the present situation
in Na :way.

II
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Let us also assume that half an hour out of the six hours
of daily work is spent on keeping professional skills up to
date and obtaining further qualifications. Part of this time
will be spent on organised in-service training, br.-r: in the

main it will undoubtedly consist of individual learning through
reading, contacts with colleagues and through the work itself.

The realism of these assumptions is, of course, open to

discussion. Educational activities at spare time may already
correspond to the situation described above; at least our
definition of educational activities does not make the assumption
completely utopian. Vie also know that the assumption made
regarding work education has already been surpassed in many
professions,although mainly those requiring higher education.
However, educational needs will also increase at the lower
professional levels, as increasing pressure for adaptation to
new work functions makes it necessary. Even if our assumptions
overestimate the presenttime input, in the not too distant
future they will probably be fairly realistic.

If for a moment we accept these assumDtions, the total
resource input in post-work education can be estimated to
8,000 million kr. (1) and the distribution of all resource
input in educational activities as follows: about one half
of the resources spent goes into pre-work education, the other
half being spent on post-work education,

If, instead of half an hour each day being devoted to
work and spare time education respectively, we assume one hour
for eachl two thirds of the total resource input would concern
post-work education,

Those hypothetical examples may at least serve as an
illustration of the present scope of post-work education in
its broadest sense, as compared to the scope of pre-work
education within the school system. Dore important, however,
than measuring tho present relative scope of post-work
education, is the examination of current trends in this field,
and the extent to which they point towards a more desirable
situation in the future.

(b) The rationale for stron'er relative emphasis of ost-work

eaucaTIon

Summarising current di6cussions on this topic, the
arguments for a relative expansion of post-work education follow

several, partly overlapping lines, being of technical, economic,
social and pedagogical nature.

4/
(1) Out of which about 900 would consist of the students'
time input, and some 100 of input of other resources.



Technical) 1 the work situation of the individual is
being pro oun y changed. Many work functions have always
implied certain elements of training, at least at some stages
in the professional career. Today, however, the training
component of various work functions is increasing rapidly,
Updating of skills and the achievement of new qualifications
gradually becomes an important aspect of the individual's
work efforts, where are already examples of positions in
which more than half the work hours are spent on reading,
The function as a leader is partly transformed into the
function of an educator.

These trends do not reflect a transitional period of
techndlogical change. They are necessary implications of
the current transformation of our productive systems towards
a state of-continuous change in technology and organisational
patterns as the normal situation.

In economic ter., knowledge is an essential form of
capital. Today, however, due to obsolescence the amortisation
period 'of this capital is rapidly,declining. Investments in
pre-school education beyond a certain limithavetherefore
rapidly declining productivity. Re-investments in training
at frequent intervals in the course of the various occupational
careers have much higher profitability.

We know already the first examples of degrees and diplomas
granted for a. limited pei'iod of time, on the assumption that
continued validity implies new tests of the graduates' ability
to keep their professional knowledge, up to date. Professional
associations have also introduced time limits to granted
membership, Renewal requires proof of maintained professional
level in terms of new developments.

In social terms, obsolescence of knowledge has far-
reaching implications for the whole life situation of an
individual. The chances that one's initial professional
training gradually becomes useless, greatly increases the
economic and social insecurity of the individual. The question
of an'extension of current social security p.olicies to cover
also this kind of risk, inevitably arises. In several
countries, social security systems already cover vocational
rehabilitation and reschooling in cases of acute dal.L1 of
unemrloyment. An extension towards )arexe..11t.iy:e measures
appears quite logical.

./.
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PedagcgAcally., post-work education normally benefits
from a stronge-iand more goal-- oriented motivation among the
students. .Their practical experience also provides a basis
for a more real understandinEj of the topicst taught.
Furthermore, while pre-wort education must prepare the
student for a wide. range of possnilities as regards his
life .pattern, the student in post-work education will be in
a much better position to judge his own particular needs.
Educati.onal efforts likely to be irrelevant to the individual,
student can thus be sa",.d.

0

The arguments above relate mainly to the individual's
occupational situation. But their validity goes much further,
Each individual today is faced with the danger of loosing
control, through lack of understanding, of his own situation,
his fate in life. This also relates to his situation as a
citizen,as a participant in social life,:dea consumer, as
a member of a family, and not least, to his ability to
understand other generatiuns. In all these aspects of life,
the rate of chafige is increasing, and so is the individual's
risk of genuine alienation in his own society, No group
seems more vulnerable to this davelopment than the non..
working housewives.

We all pay lip service to the fact that the rate of
'change in contemporary society calls for a greatly increased
ability in most human beings for adapting to change. Current
discussions on education are crowded with statements to this
effect. We may, however, tend to forget, that ability for
adaptation presupposes motivation for change. And such
motivation can only be base& on the feeling that changes are
under control, or at least influenced, by those affected.
The task of education, therefore, is not only to train for
adaptability, but for the mastering of changes in one's own
situation.

This far 'greater 'challenge to educational policy and
practice can only be met through an expansion of post -work
education, aiming at the full rtnge of educational needs of
individuals.in our future societies. The'efIects oi such an
expansion cannot, and should not, be measured primarily in
economic terms. There are far greater dangers involved in
current societal developments than those directly connected
with the rate of growth in gross natioaal products.

/
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However, also in terms of substance, the distinction
between general education and education aiming particularly
at economic performance, tends to become meaningless. This .

is particularly true for post-work education. We- have
reached a stage at which our traditional occupationa, often
based upon narrow scientific disciplines, may.become a' major
obstacle to progress. Breaking down. intellectual btrriDrs
established in the process of professional training may .

become a prime function of post-work education, The ever
growing need for critical insight, which lies at. the root
of curreni, educational requirements, cannot be expressed in
terms of traditional elements of vocational or professional
training. No .public policy, and no "plan targets", can
attach 'differentiated priorities to needs of this kind. They
emerge from the individual's own situation, and can only be
properly judged by himself.

(c) The role of educational institutions, in post-work
education

Largely, the expansion of post-work education has
hitherto been left to the initiative of the individual, with
some help from professional and adult education associations,
and the public mass media radio and. television. The library
system, and public support for the publication and
dissemination of research findings may also be mentioned in
this context.

This implies, that no major effort has been made to
bring to bear upon post-work education the intellectual
potential of. educational institutions. Their efforts have
predominantly been concentrated in pre-work education.

One major reason for this are the practical difficulties
facing people at work in attending the formal, full-time
education usually offered by educational institutions.
However, the lack of large-scale adaptation to this
circumstance of education supplied by the institutions
indicates other additional rea'sons,

To a.considerable extent, the explanation may be found
in the subject structure of the traditional curricula,
especially at the higher levels. Educational institutions
may be regarded as the prime defenders of a specific "academic"
sub-culture, based on knowledge structured according to the
traditional scientific disciplines. As this kind of knowledge
appears 'increasingly irrelevant to essential problems facing

/



people outside the institutions, the institutional con-
centration on 'cultural indoctrination at the pre-work
level is easily understandable. Pacing the demand for
relevance, which inevitably arises from post-work students,
means, in fact, a fundamental change in the traditional,
cultural values of educational institutions.

.Such a.. change 'in 'institutional values is already
occurring, though more rapidly in sonic countries, and in
some types of institutions, than in others, The.increased
emphasis on post-work education inevitably. points in the

same direction; A more rational balanc' between pre-work*
and post -works education can only be achieved through
substantial involvement also in the latter by educational
institutions.

This means, however, a profound wining of the scope
of their functions. Even more than before, educational
institutiora.will_have.a central role to perform in our

societies. They will have.a key position, not only in
providing a basis for human adaptation to an increasing
rate of change in society, but in developing our ability
to analyse our own situation, and thus to steer changes
according to our aims. Our realisation of alternatives
for choice, and of their consequences, and our ability to
find means of mastering our own situation, is to a great
extent dependant upon how far .educational institutions
succeed in finding ways of coping with this task.

This role is assigned to educational institutions by
the developments in our contemporary society; they have not

themSelvesaskedfor it. It is essential, however, that

they are put in a position to carry out this task effectively.
To the extent educational institutions have a critical
function in our societies, post-work education will perhaps
become their most potent instrument in performing such a

function.

, such a demand for relevance has also
been made, in quite vigorous terms, by pre-work students,
.opposing soalalisation into the academic sub-culture.

6



III. TEE ORGANISATION OF POST-WORK EDUCATION

(a) The responsibility for organisational measures

The prime -responsibility for deciding the content of
post-work education, and the forms such education shall take,
must rest with the educational institutions from which
potential post-work students have graduated. Ultimately,
.the responsibility for providing those institutions with the
necessary resources for the task, and thus for the total scope
of their activities in this field, falls upon educational
authorities.

The reason for this central role assigned to the educational
institutions, is the essential requirement that the content
of pre-work and .post -work education must be viewed as integral
parts of a total supply of life-long education. The
institutions must carry the responsibility for the rational
distribution of this supply during the life span of an
individual, and ensure the qualitative equivalence of its
various componehts.

This general principle calls .for certain modifications.
Graduates from lower levels of pre-work education may find
the most adequate resources for post-work education in
institutions at a higher level. Thus, while post-work
education for those haT-ing left school after seven years of
primary education, is today entrusted to the new nine year
compulsory schools, the arrangement of special courses for
post-work students at the general upper secondary level are
assigned to the "gymnas". For graduates from vocational
schools, post-wcrk courses are also offered by the
Technological Institute (1).

Correspondingly, graduates from the future district
colleges may in certain cases find the most.appropriate.
possibilities.for post-work education at the universities.
The latter, may not, however, always be prepared to offer
adequate courses. In this case, the district colleges
should attempt to develop, at least temporarily, the
facilities.needed, while at the same time pushing for courses
to be established at the institutions best suited for this
task.

0

0 0

ftropeir.~1.
(1) A public institution with many local filia18, offering
exclusively post-work courses of shorter duration.
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The responsibilities .assigned to educational institutions
in this field db.not by -Par imPly a monopoly of organised
post-work education. There is a wide scope for expansion
in the activities 'of professional and adult education
associations, and of individual economic enterpriSes. They
have moved .into the existing vacuum in this field, and should
be encouraged to increase their efforts.

Professional associations, however, may tend to define
the needs for post-work education. in rather narrow terms, as
may individual firms. The latter also tend to focus their
attention on immediate training needs particular to the firm
in questiono The broader educational needs,,possibly aiming
at qualificatiOns.increasing the .risk of turnover, are usually
left alone.. :Furthermore, all these institutions have:limited
access to the resources needed for a more general programme
of post-work education.

The educational institutions must consider, in view of
their overall policy'for post-work education, where each type
of course can best be given, and take .up negotiations with
outside bodies with this'in view. Associations and individual
firms, on the other hand, are likely to'develop their own
policies as regards post-work education, .based on their
particular interests, and should be invited to make their
suggestiOns to the educational institutions, in addition to
continuing their own activities.

In pl..ctioev a pattern of collaboration between educational
Amtttatioms anal outside bodies has already developed
in many areas, frequently leading also to joint educational
activities, A further development of formally organised
mechanisms for collaboration should be encouraged.

However, two .qualifications should be made. Such a
machinery for collaboration should increasingly be extended
to cover also the corresponding pre-work eduOation. The
establishment of such a machinery should not, however, be
allowed to dominate the policies of educational institutions,
at the cost of other, less well organised interests. Special
concern must be shown by the institutions for educational needs
not clearly related to economic requirements.

This raises the question whether educational institutions
today have the necessary possibilities for developing independent
and consistent policies. This is again related to their
administrative capacity, and their ability to establish rational
internal decision. making processes. The fundamental question
is. in fact, to which extent these instituions are able to
judge their own activities in the light of the need.S of their'
surrounding society. /
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The solution ,of this problem will require close
collaboration between the institutions and the educational
authorities. .T.he organisational pattern proposed for the
district colleges may here serve as an example. The
Central Board of the District Colleges is assumed to carry
the main responsibility for assessing the total needs for
educational facilities in the different fields, and for
developmental work in new fields of study, The Board
also have an important function in ensuring the prbper
interplay between the colleges and other educational
institutions. These tasks call for a composition of the
Beard 'which safeguards it from dominance by representatives
of special institutions or professional fields. The Board
represents the general interests of society, and must not
be tied to particular interest groups.

Such a co-ordinating body does not exist for the
universities. Their activities today are co-ordinated
directly by the Ministry of Education. The question of
'establishing a co-ordinating body for the universities, or
possibly a joint ,body for the universities and the district
colle&,s, is, however, under consideration.'

(b) The internal organisation of host -work education

The balancing of institutional efforts between pre4vork
and post-work education is essential to the proper functioning
of educational institutions. This calls for co- ordination,
and for close interplay and exchange of impulses between the
two types of education.

For those reasons, no separate internal organisation
should be established for post-work education. This
function should be organised together with pre-work education
in each field of study.

The introduction of more extensive post-work education
creates, however, a number of practical problems, such as
maintaining contacts with applicants, accommodating students,
etc. At present, similar problems are mainly handled by the
students' welfare organisations, and they are well equipped
to handle effectively such questions also in the case of
post-work students.

The interests of pre-work and post-work students may
not, however, always coincide, and the question of formal
representation of the post-work students in the hierarchy
of student bodies may cause difficulties. It may, therefore,
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be necessary to establish within the institutionrc, own administration
facilities for dealing with matters of this kind, or, alternatively,
to contract out such tasks to the existing students, welfare

organisations.

The curriculum content of post-work education must be

organised together with pre-work education as part of one total

study programme. In all likelihood, a systematic integration
of the two types of education will frequently offer possibilities

. for shortening the present pre-work courses, or at least break

the consistent trend towards prolongation. In the field of
medicine, a specific study suggests the possible reduction of

the pre-work training of medical doctors from 62 to 5 Years.

Yor the future, every revision of existing curricula must be
undertaken as part of a general, life-long study programme.

Particularly appropriate to post-work education are the
various forms of distance education, such as correspondence

courses, dissemination of "packages° of educational materials,.

use of mass media, or combinations of those means with traditional

teaching at intervals. A Royal Commission is currently
examining the implications of an increased use of such measures,
and its report is expected to propose major steps in this

direction.. This may require further strengthening of the
administrative machinery of educational institutions," in order

to arrive at a rational balance between the various forms of

educational supply.

./.
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IV. THE ACCESS TO POST-ITOaK EDUCATION.

(a) Formal criteria for access

Po'st-work education offered at educational institutions.
must represent an adequate updating of, or supplement to,'
previous pre-work education. The former should, therefore,
be oriented towards a level of knowledge corresponding to,
that of the pre-work graduates.

Formal entry requirements, in terms of previous degree's
and diplomas, should not'normally be applied to post-work
education. 'Applicants should be informed about the assumed
leel of students' background knowledge, but no evaluation
of the aualifications of individual applicants should take
place. It should be left to each potential applicant to,
decide what kind of education is best suited for him.

This freedom of access is particularly important because
relevant post-work education will frequently cross traditional
borderlines between subjects.or professions. Its promise
of greater flexibility is a main feature of. post-work education.
This promise must not be destroyed by rigid requirements in
terms of formal student qualificati ens.

In.many ways, heterogenity in the students' educational
and profeSs.ional background may prove to be an: advantage4
Post-work education requires forms of teaching which leaves
an active.role to be played by the students themselves. They
have obtained insights which may contribute substantially
to the teaching.

In certain cases,when extensive post-work courses lead
to a new level of professional qualifications, for which
educational institutions act as a guarantee, more formal
entry requirements may be needed. Even on such cases,
however, a liberal entry policy should be applied more
liberal than the present practice of universities. Entry
exams for those failing to meet formal requirements may offer
a workable. solution in such cases.

Special problems arise when the training capacity of an
institution is too small for the number of applicants. No
general criteria for the selection of applicants can be
established. However, no a priori preference should be
given to applicants graduated from the same institution, or
in the same subject.



Today, post-work courses often have an upper age limit
for access. This practice should .be abandoned, as people of
age may have a definite need for education. Their needs do
not necessarily emerge from aspirations-for.higherllositions,
but post-work education may be essential to their continued
functioning in their present jobs.

(b) Right to 2osta4ork education

The main obstacle to an expansion of organised post-work
education today, is not the lack of formal .qualifications for
access, but the lack of opportunity in terms of leave from work
and economic means. The latter problem will be examined in
the following chapter. Here, we shall focus on the individual's
possibilities for obtaining leave from his job for educational
purposes.

At present, leave during post-work education is fairly
frequently granted to employees in both public and private
service. Usually,: however, the precondition is, that the
training in qustion accepted as relevant to the employee's
occupational functions4

Some enterprises and public agencies have a systematic
policy of personnel development, with built-in requirements
for post-work training connected with promotion or change of
job. The officers' corps provides an example of this, and
similar arrangements are found in the major public service
sectors, post, telecommunications, railways, police, etc. Both
private and public enterprises usually have a policy of
"building up" future leaders, to a considerable extent through
formal training. This provides some .scope for post-work
education, of a kind that fits the personnel policy of the
enterprise.

It pracies more difficult to meet.the needs for current
updating of professiOndl qualifications, when no change of
position is foreseen. Even more limited opportunities face
an employee who wants a kind of education which is not
compatible with the personnel policy of the enterprise. He

may, for instance, want to qualify for a job in another
enterprise or organisation.

The prdblem of leave also arises for those who are. not
employees, or are employed in undertakings too small to carry
the burden of absence for longer periods. Such leave arrangements
as indicated above, even when expanded to the maximum, cannot,
in fact, reach more than a limited proportion of the active work
force, and perhaps not those who would need it the most.
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Thus the question of right to loost-work education
inevitably arises. It is necessary to ensure suc rights for
the individual, also when his educational aspirations do not
coincide with the interests of his employers; and the right
must be made a reality for more than a minority of the adult
population.

The right to post-work education may imply a given quota
of time, which each individual can claim as leave for educational
purposes. To minimise the negative eifeets, employers must
normally approve the timing, on sufficient notice; but the
employee should be entitled to take out his claim within a
certain time period.

It is quite conceivable, that such rights may be
introduced in individual work contracts, or collective work
agreements. This is the way many social improvements of
working conditions have been introduced - such as security
schemes against illness and age, and regulations of work hours
and holidays. Frequently, such, agreements have been
supported by legislation, establishing minimum standards, but
not preventing better terms in individual cases.

l'etyneither work agreements, nor legislation concerning
the terms of those agreements,have succeeded in establishing
general solutions to such social problems. Major population
groups have remained outside tte scope of such arrangements.
The final solution has been to establish gener-d security
systems covering every individual as exemplified by the
Norwegian social security system.

The development towards a general right to post-work
education must follow a similar pattern. It will have to be a
gradual development, the initial benefits from a general
security system' being limited by economic necessity.
Established arrangements, and new arrangements to be made in
special fields, are likely to offer terms far above the general
minimum standards.

Important steps in this direction may be foreseen in the
public sector. University teachers already have obtained
sabbatical years, on the average one each tenth year. Two
Royal commissions on teachers! working conditions already in
the 1950's suggested automatic right to educational leave for
teachers in primary and secondary schools, the implementation
being postponed in view of the teacher shortage which is now
overcome. Recently, the Governlientts Teacher Training Board

/
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has proposed a new teacher training,, establishing the
right for educational authorities to grant fully paid leave for
post -work training to up to 10% of their teachers. In view
of the fact that Central government automatically refunds up
to 85% of teacher salaries paid by local authorities (1), such
a measure would hardly call for great restraints in this respect
by many local authorities.

Yet, teachers are not the only public employees in need
of post-work education. In all fields of public service,
systematic studies of the need for similar measures should be
carried out. For the groups with the most obvious needs,
programmes should be prepared for the gradual development of
the right to post-work education parallel to the development of
adequate educational facilities.

In the next chapter, we shall return to the question of
more general solutions of this problem.

(c) Compulsory post-work education

It is often pointed out, that when post-work education is
offered, it obtains its regular "clientele", while many never
care to avail themselves of the opportunities offered. Often,
it may appear that the passive group represent those most in
need for such education. This opens up the question, whether
the.right to post-work education, e.g. as introduced in work
agreements, should be supplemented by a duty to attend relevant
courses.

This line of reasoning provokes strong counter-arguments.
Compulsory post-work education is likely to fail in creating
the motivation necessary for effective teaching. Yet, compulsory
educational requirements are generally accepted as a basis for
problotion, and do not seem to cause negative psychological
reactions in such cases. May be the strong reactions against
more general arrangements of this kind are just temporary, as
long as they are felt as a threat against established working
conditions. In spite of this, it seems doubtful whether
compulsory post-work training should become very frequent in
occupational contexts. Other, less offensive measures may
prove to serve the purpose better.

.11111...11.1.1

(1) 95% of primary and .secondary teachers in Norway are
employed by local authorities.



Time limits to the 'validity of degrees and diplomas are
known in specific cases, in Norway particularly as regards the
driving licence. This system is quit9 logical to the extent
granting institutions may he regarded as responsible for
their graduates, continuous ability to perform certain functions.
It 'seems doubtful, however,, whether educational institutions
will be prepared to accept such responaibilties, at least beyond
the point of graduation. That happens later, appears to be
none of their concern. But, possibly, a genuine involvement
in post-work education might change this institutional attitude.

From the employer Ts point of view, limited validity of
degrees and diplomas represents only one of several criteria
for the evaluation of an employee. If the requirements of the
job are satisfied, the validity of previous exams has little
importance. The question may, however, play a greater role in
the context of change to a new job, becoming thus more an
issue of job requirements than one of compulsory post-work
education. In any case, initiatives towards time limitation
of the validity of degrees and diplomas would be more likely
to come from the users than from the producers of qualified
personnel, and should hardly be a prime conci3rn of educational
authorities.

In general terms, an adequate supply of post-work
education, and liberal conditions for its students, should in
most cases .provide sufficient incentives. In addition, each
individual will be faced with increasing pressure for
educational renewal, both in his work and spare time activities.
The essential issue therefore'is to ensure the right to post
work education for all adults, and to provide adequate
opportunities for exercising this right.



V. THE FINANCING OF POST-WORK EDUCATION

The costs of post-work education consist firstly of the
expenditures directly connected with the teaching, such as
teachers salaries, material, equipment, building space etc.
Secondly, those being taught are investing their time, at the
cost of other opportunities for spending it, for instance on
paid work. For the student, it is n question of income
foregone; for society, it concerns the doss of directly
productive efforts. Finally, many students have additional
costs, caused directly by their, educational activities, such
as travel expenditures and costs of accommodation during
studies. The financing of those different cost items is the
concern of this chapter.

(a) Institutional costs

Post-work education must be brought on equal terms with
pre --work education. This also implies the same financial
conditions for the supply of teaching. In the Norwegian
case, this means that all expenditures by educational
institutions should be publicly financed.

A clearly defined basis for budgeting must be found.
Standard costs per student in the different types of courses
should be estimated, taking into account that poet-work
education often requires relatively more resources than
pre-work education. As regards university education,
post-work training at this level is as dependent on research
as is pre-work education, and research expenditures must be
included in cost estimates for such institutions.

Money may be granted to educational institutions in the
form of appropriations ear-marked for post-work education,
or may be included in the general budgeting for their
educational activities. latter case, the institutions
will have more freedom in spending the money, and they may
find it easier to integrate administratively pre-work and
post-work education. Budgetary control would then only be

carried out ex post.

It appears less natural that post work education
offered by private associations should have its full costs
covered by the public. This would assume a limitation of

the role of such associations to that of executive bodies
within the framework of a general public programme of post-

work education. Private adult education associations
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receive at present public support, covering a certain
proportion of their expenditures for educational purposes.
This system should be extended to cover all organised private
activities in this field, meeting recognised standards. The
proportion covered by public subsidies should be judged on
the basis of a general assessment of the role to be played by
private organisations in this field..

(b) Income forEone

If right to post-work education shall become a real,
opportunity, the students must be granted at least part of
their income while studying.

Gainfully employed adults, frequently supporting a family,
are in an economic situation very different from that of the
average pre-work student Existing systems of public aid
to students do not by far meet the financial needb of post-work
students. Far all students at working age, the income forgone
is the most important cost factor. At present, public subsidies
cover only. about 10% of such costs. The rest is carried, by
the students and their families, and at' least half of it is,
in fact, financed by abstinence from consumption. This
implies that the students, and to some extent also their
families, maintain lower consumption standards than those
possible under other circumstances.

Such financing by abstinence from consumption is in most
cases not feasible for the post-work student. It is worth
noticing, however, that also in pre-work, education, this system
of financing'creates increasing difficulties, as more and more
Students go on to the upper levels of education. A change in
attitude appears to take plabe among pre-work students, it

does, not seem obvious to them that their standard of living
should only be half that of their equals of age who are not
students. It may be only a question of time when other
principles of financing must be sought also in the case of
pre-work' education.

Today; paid leave during post-work education is not
infrequent, when the courses in qUestion are clearly relevant
to the employee's work.' However, no such possibilities exist
for independent workers, or for housewives. A general system
of financing must, therefore, be found, which is not dependent
upon the imdividuals' relations to employers, and to their

particular interests.

./.
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The best solution can. ..e Yy 127-A, throla3b. ex to

existing social security systcu, financed largely according to
the principles applied presently.

7e have already a special system of public financing of
income .forgone during post-work education, based on other
prindiples than the. main system of work to pre-work students.
It implies the use of unemployment security funds for the support
of workers during reschooling. A general system of social
security financing of post-work education'is a logical extension
of this principle. In our future society, the prime risk of
unemployment does not stem from lack of. wok opportunities, but
from lack of :adaptation to new technological requirements.
Gradually, this risk will become equally acute at all levels of

professional skills v A similar obsolescence of acquired
knowledge and attitudes is facilv us in all parts of society
outside working life.

Sacial security financing of post-work education thus becomes
a preventive social measure, likely to have far greater effects
than attempts on ex-post rehabilitation. It is an essential
instrunent in fighting what may prove to be the biggest problem
of social policy in the years ahead.

Initially, the benefits.derived from the social security
system for past-work education will have to be moderate, .covering
only a limited proportion of the income foregone, up to a certain
income level. Existing systems of student aid, and additional
support in acute unemployment cases, will have to supplement the
general security payments. (1) This also applies.t.o. -spacial
arrangements arrived at in individual work contracts or through
collective bargaining, including regulations for special groups

of public employees.

The special problems of non-employees, the largest group
being housewives not gainfully employed, farmers, independent
fishers and members of the liberal professions, have been solved
within the general social security system in a way largely
applicable to an extension covering post-work education.

Practical quest.tamsconcerning the possibilities for finding
"alternates" during absence, create problems for many of these

groups. Arrangements have been found ensuring holiday rights,

and alternates during illness, although such systems are not yet

fully developed. A major expansion of those arrangements will

be needed in order to secure equal opportunities.for postwork
education for groups such as those mentioned above. /
(1) The existing student support system also offer adequate
coverage of expenditures on travel and accommodation, if extended

to post-work students.
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In the long run, security payments should be adjusted to
the general needs for post-work education, sOstituting
gradually for many of the special arrangements indicated. The
aim should not, however, be the achievements of 100% public
financing. Post-work educntion offers genudne benefits to its
students, such as increased income possibilities, opportunities
for more interesting professional tasks and greater security,
as well as benefits not relr'.ting to occupational activities.
It seems reasonable, therefore, that the students contribute
somewhat to the financing of their post-work education. This
may also be necessary in order to ensure a genuine motivation
among the applicants.

The general principles establishing the right of all
adults to post-work education, and the consequent system of
social security financing of individual attendance, would most
conveniently be brought together in a separate bill on post-work
education. Such a draft bill is under preparation.

0.
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VI . THE D 'DENS ION MG OF POST -WORK ;EDUCATION

(a) The demand for Eost-work education

In its first report, the Royal Commission on Post-8econdary
Education suggested that the demand by students for education
should be the main criterion for the dimensioning of the
educational.facilities at this level. As yet, no formal decision
has been'made by the political authorities on this point, but
the principle, already firmly established at the secondary level,
appears to have won general approval.

The same principle must guide the dimensioning of facilities
for post-work ed'ucation. However, the demand for education is not
an autonomous phenomenon in relation to government policies. At
all levels, it- is influenced by the opportunities for access, the
costs involved for the individuals, the content of education
offered etc. For post-work education, such factors are even more
decisive than at other levels.

Until now opportunities for post-work education have not
by far been developed on terms equal to those of pre-work
education. The main topic of this paper is how such an equivalence
can be achieved. Yet, as presently, we are very far from such a
situtation, current indications of the demand for post-work
education are of little value in judging future developments. We
must rely upon more general reasoning.

During recent decades, a tremendous increase in the demand
for education has t?.ken place. In Norway, it is more usual
today to attend a university than it was to go to the
gymnasium in 1940, and it is also more usual than it was to
obtain any form of education beyond the compulsory level in 1920.
In 1900, a smaller proportion of an age group attensiecrthe
gymnasium than those embarking upon a research oareer today.

Another illustration of this trend is provided by the number
of years of schooling behind the new entrants to the labour
market. The figures are as follows:

1930 7.5 years
1940 8

1950 9
1960 10
1970 11.5 "

./.
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A prolongation of this trend points towards an average
numbe,r of school years behind the new labour market entrants
20 yearsfrdm now .of 14 school years (1).

This means, that most young people will have grown far
into adult,age before they face fully any other part of our
society than those represented by the family and the school.
The consequences of this development -have some clearly
negative aspects. It does not only imply a rather drastic
narrowing of the actual experience gained, by young people, it
will also tend to prolong the period of dependence upon others,
both mentally and aconomically.

This problem is a major concern of educational authdrities
in many coUntries.. A compulsory period of work before the
entry to university has been tried. In other cases, shorter
periods of practical work has been made part of the school year.
However, no fully successful solution appears to be found as yet.

The main answer to this essential educational question
seems to be a substantial expansion of the opportunities for
post-work education, as part of a major effort towards changing
the time distribution of educational imputs over the life span
of each individual. This would also mean, that a greater
proportion of the educational activities which have to be
undertaken after the completion of pre-work schooling, will
take the form of organised education. This is in itself a far

more rational,solution, as it is likely to imply savings in

terms of the most important cost factor, both to the individual
and to society, the input of students' time.

It should be borne' in mind, thrt it makes little difference

to the real size of this cost factor, whether a student is 22,

32 or 42 years of age. The difference that exists, is in the

financing of such costs. This should not, however, be allowed

to obscure the real economic implications of a shift of

relative emphasis from pre-work to post-work education.

(1) 'Which, incidentally, corresponds roughly to the prbsent
situation in the U.S.2i.

/
4.
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(b) The score of Eotht-work education in Norway in the 1980Is

A natural target for the scope of post-work education 10
to 15 yea's ahead, is that 10% of all highly skilled personnel
should be attending post -work education at any time. By 1885,
this would imply the equivalent of 10,000 full year students
at the universities, or 15% to 20% greater student numbers than
previously foreseen (1). In terms of resource requirements,
the increase is likely to be even greater, and may amount to
additional institutionr11 expenditures of the order 250 million
kr. (2).

For the district colleges, the increase in capadity, needs
caused by this target for post-work education, may be even
greater, as the average pre-work education period is shorter.

The need for post-work education among graduates from
lower educational levels may be more limited, although this is
far from certain. A drastic increase in the foreseen capacity
needs for pre-work education will in any case be required at the
upper secondary level.

For the educational system as a whole, the realisation of
post-work education, at a general scope indicated by the target
mentioned above, would imply an addition to the foreseen budgets
for pre-work education of 20% to 25%. From this, however, must
be deducted the cost savings in pre-work education 'due to a
transfer of educational task to the post-work level. Furthermore,
a development in this direction will inevitably act as a strong
push towards "irregular" forms of teaching, especially the various
kinds of far less expensive distance teaching.

0

0 0

Institutional costs thus present no decisive barrier to
rather ambitious targets for the scope of post-work education.
The question remains, however, what level of public subsidies to
cow income foregone will be necessary in order to create an
effeb,tive c.ernand corresponding to such a target as mentioned above.
About this, we do in fact, know very little.

/.
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(1) By the Royal Commission on Post-Secondary Education.
(2) ,ssumed increase in real wages up to 1985 taken into account.



Assuming, however, that by 1985 benefits from the social
security system cover 50% of income foregone during post-work
education. (1), it seems rather unlikely that a target of 10%
of the adult population attending at any time can be reached.
Yet, for highly skilled groups it does not seem quite improbable.

An actual attendance level of 5% would mean payments .from
the social security scheme corresponding to approximately 1.5%
of GNP, or by 1985 about 1,500 million kr. No exact forecast
has been made of the total social security expenditures at that
time. It seems likely, 'd.ov:():):., Vet-paymonts for p2rvi-4-wor1c
education will not exceed 20% of those expenditures.

The national economy is likely to benefit greatly from
such an educational investment. Counting only the direct costs
in terms of lost manpower the whole expansion of post -work
education over a period of 15 years will coat less than the
recent reduction in weekly work hours from 45 to 42.5. A further
reduction TO 40 weekly hours is already under consideration, as
is a reduction in the legal pension age from 70 to 67 years of
age. The latter reform will cost as much, both in terms of lost
manpower, and iu social security payments, as the indicated scope
of post-work education.

Attendance of organised education will, and must, grow in
any case, and even the present low subsidy level for students
of pre-work education may prove difficult to maintain. The real
choice facing us is, in fact, mainly one of time distribution of
educational efforts in relation to the individual. Financial
concerns about the development of post-work education are partl
fictitious, and partly more than outweighed by the
rationality in our educational efforts.

0
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of financial transfer, however rational they may be. e grea est
obstacle to the development of post-work education may prove to be
the inherent inertia of political and institutional decision making
processes.

Yet, the scheme outlined in this paper attempts to offer a
course for gradual development, leaving time for traditional
attitudes to change. The fact that a Royal Commission, representing
all political parties, and charged with the responsibility of
drawing up the future directions for an essential part of the
Norwegian educational system, appears quite willing to endorse
those lines of thinking, is well worth noting. Adaptability to
changing circumstances in our societies might prove to be greater
than we tend to assume.

T77-773aTEFome level corresponding approximately to the tenth
percentile in the income distribution.


